How to tell if you are a fool, a tool or a sheep?
By Marty Weedle
Do you pay over $20.00 per month for TV and Movie services that spy on you and manipulate your
mind? If you still use Comcast, Cox, AT&T or those services and pay more than 20 bucks you are a
naive robot who is just mindlessly following the herd.
Do you walk around with your battery in your phone so that the thousands of spy tools on your phone
can spy on you, manipulate you and report your every move to insidious third-parties?
Do you wear a FitBit and Apple Watch or other electronics that spy on you and manipulate your private
information?
Do you actually believe that any U.S. politician passes any law which does not benefit their stock
market profits and the stock market profits of their campaign financiers?
Do you actually believe that you work for your Senator, and not the other way around and that it is
“rude” to demand that your Senator work for your best interests?
Do you not know that EVERY bank has been charged with criminal activity, fraud, lying to customers
and rigging the stock market?
Do you not think about the fact that every digital photo you take carries your personal information with
it forever across the internet. That information is used against you by banks, marketing companies,
political campaigns and government agencies? Every post you make on the internet hurts you by
revealing facts that can be harvested to manipulate your choices, news, information and perceptions.
Anyone who posts anything on the internet is a fool. Never put any of your real information on the
internet.
Do you not know that EVERY SINGLE Windows, Android and Apple operating system and their
software applications have back-doors in them that go right back to hackers and spies that watch and
record everything you do on them? If you have not read the millions of IT reports confirming this then
you are a fool and a sheepster.
Drinking, smoking, gambling and taking drugs shows that you have a mental illness and that you are a
very bad potential date or spouse. You are shown to have a weak mind and be subject to every kind of
addiction if you do one of these things. If you can’t fight one addiction, you can’t fight any addiction. If
you do one of these things, you need therapy. Addiction to social media is the same kind of addiction as
heroin. The addiction center in your brain lights up when you use either Facebook or heroin. You show
the world you are a failure when you use drugs, alcohol, social media, coffee, cigarettes, casinos and
other corporate addiction profiteering items.
Every medical system, finance system, credit reporting service, government background check and
retail system has already been hacked by Russian, Chinese and hobbyists hackers. You are a fool to not
know this or to believe any corporate call center clerk that denies this FACT.

Do you actually watch the advertising-driven 6PM news and not realize that it is entirely propagandaridden information that deletes certain news and emphasizes only the news that corporations want you
to hear in only their particular spin?
Do you religiously follow the Little League and Soccer Mom protocols and systems that steer your
children into social performance patterns without realizing that humans have survived for millions of
years with out it and without Junior League, Frat Houses and Fashion Shows?
Do you feel compelled to have a baby for no apparent reason other than that they “are cute”. Do you
not realize that having a baby and “getting a house with a white picket fence” are social programming
schemes by the banks to make you in debt to them for life and to control your social patterns so that
you must buy hundreds of thousands of dollars of certain things to keep those houses and babies going?
Did you not already know all of the information above because you only get your news and
information from a few corporate main stream propaganda news outlets? Then you are a brain dead
fool, tool and social sheepster with no desire to improve your life or to inform yourself.
What is the bottom line here?: If you follow the mass like a sheep, you are a sheep! Do your research
on non-mainstream news sources. Find out what you don’t know!

